
WHAT REMAINS 

The bottom line has become so manly (and extrinsically virtuous) that it has negated 

presentations of ethics, neighbourliness and of future bottom lines - because of its massive 

throbbing engine.  Effeminate co-operation is measured to insignificance, because the great 

tool of oil has provided for all.  Even the poorest (the story goes) have received good drops 

of trickle down, while the richest hold tools for the benefit of all. 

What remains after oil?  How about, ethics, neighbourliness, the power of the feminine and 

then all the strata of evolved and neglected economies: proper shops, market squares, village 

shops, workshops, small harbours for sea trade and fishing, the same acreage, an increasingly 

living soil, a re-balancing climate (possibly/possibly not), libraries, concert halls, theatres, pubs, 

restaurants, friendship, sex, an austere diet for a while perhaps, but in good company, plenty 

of work, new identities for new roles, learning instead of education, a renewed 

understanding of commons.... 

Of course we may end by squabbling over the diminished pot and with terrible consequences.  

That is an idle thought.  I may fall in a hole tomorrow and die.  Why not suggest the above?  

Story telling can lay imaginative streets from pragmatic materials. 

What do we loose?  Fast cars, fast holidays, second homes, palatial first homes, the selling of 

money (perhaps), insurance and assurance services and easy escape from inner city or 

suburbia.  I speculate that two thirds of European spending is in ephemeral things, so with the 

right stories to lead us, we can easily descend to the primary third.  With regards to inner 

cities and suburbs, they can become more convivial places, where children play safely without 

fear of traffic and where corner shops spring from ashes of super markets by the ingenuity of 

citizens.  The means to a living could be a stroll, or cycle ride from anywhere.  We’ve seen 

the rapid changes that citizens of Havana created from a lack of oil with public spaces turned 

over to organiponicos.  Re-imagine archaeological strata beneath our feet and re-settle them - 

more on our own terms – within soon to be historical commons!  Re-establishment of a past 

and a future (by story telling) keeps contemporary presidential individualism 

(entrepreneurship) under common ethical control. 

Newly fashionable virtues are the most potent means to fashion new methods of settlement.  

They are tied to consequence, the future, self-worth, good fun and a sense of belonging to 

both a living and an historical community.  There is a latent nostalgia for such a community, 

which could be adopted as a pleasurable relief.  As I say, people change identities on holidays.  

Now we may change identities for a magnificent, life-time holiday in changed times.  Life 

does not have to be easy to become pleasurable.  After all, many climb mountains and trek 

through wilderness for fun.  However, the convenient and easy lies we pursue in growing 

economies without the means to production will bring an extremely inconvenient fall into 

laws of physics again.  The resource pit will soon be empty.  The rule of return applies, not 

only to agriculture.  The emptied pit is the grave of the same convenient, consensus politics, 

which had excavated it.  RIP.  Massively powerful oil tools are digging oil’s grave. 

But did we like it anyway?  Did we really think (in a balance of virtues) that ideas could 

replace resources?  Ideas are contagious and attractive – most, still repeat the fantasy.  

By millions of fossilised summers, the utterly fantastic was possible for a while.   



Almost anything disagreeable, unsavoury, or vexing can be understated by slow degrees until 

it vanishes, as Douglas Dunn says and so we have the current political consensus for repeated 

understatement until the inconvenient truth of physical laws may vanish. 

Understatement belittles both the statement and its stators.  Belittlement is a powerful tool - 

particularly for the powerful, who’d emphasise their power.  If we looked at all the texts of 

belittlement in the modern world, I speculate that a very high proportion would be of 

statements regarding the remaining stocks of oil. 

We can enlarge from our oil-powered belittlement, while devising some tools of our own.  

We (the skilled and the to-be-skilled) can and must begin without authority.  Meanwhile we 

have powerful allies in Laws of Physics and in the common intrinsic values of all of us to 

know what is humane and what is not. 

 

 

 


